As support for our Chair, we are looking for a

**RESEARCH ASSISTANT (Studentische Hilfskraft)**

for programming tasks

The Chair of Political Economy, held by Prof. Nora Szech, is part of the ECON institute. Our main research topics are market design, behavioral economics and experimental economic research (see [http://polit.econ.kit.edu](http://polit.econ.kit.edu) for further information.)

**Your tasks will mainly include:**

- **Coding/programming of experiments** (e.g. in oTree, a Python-based software for conducting experiments)
- **Providing assistance with the implementation** (running the experiment online/offline in the KD² Lab or on platforms such as MTurk, SoSci, etc.)
- **Managing/adjusting preexisting experiments** (fitting in minor changes in preexisting study designs)

**Your profile:**

- Interest in coding and learning new coding skills
- Ideally, you have gained some prior experience in programming (Python is great but other languages are a good start as well)
- Interest in economic experiments/ topics in Behavioral Economics
- Reliability and team spirit
- Good English skills

We offer you the chance to actively engage in our research projects and experience diverse research methods and current projects at our Chair of Political Economy.

**Flexible starting date:** February 2022 onwards

**Working Time:** 30-40 hours a month (can be extended up to 60h/month)

Please apply with your CV and a transcript of records (Abitur and grades from your university studies) to Sibille Hackel ([polit@econ.kit.edu](mailto:polit@econ.kit.edu)). We are looking forward to receiving your application.